
What’s the story?

If Dinosaur loses clients’ personal data or their customers’ 
personal data, we have a legal obligation to tell our clients and 
the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO).

• Sometimes within 12 hours of becoming aware.
• Depending on the client, we are contractually obliged to report

breaches to them before we report to the ICO, so it has to be 
done in a timely and managed way.

So, I’m going to go through the what, how and when, but first:



What’s the story?

1. GDPR – what is it and why do I care?
2. What is personal data and sensitive personal data?  
3. How do I know if I am holding this data? 
4. Exercise: what data does my organisation hold? 
5. I need that data to do my job! How can I stay legal? 
6. Staying legal
7. Reporting breaches
8. What about information that appears on social media? 
9. Exercise: what do I need to do to stay legal? 
10. Summary and close



Upfront disclaimer

This is not legal advice, we are not legally trained. 

If you are concerned about the data you hold, 
get legal advice. 



GDPR
What is it and why do I care? 



What is GDPR?

GDPR is a good thing.
It establishes in law that your data 
belongs to you, and you control 
who uses it, when and how.



But it can a big pain…

It means your org is 
responsible for looking after 
personal data you hold.

Even if the data is stolen by 
‘bad people’ or leaked by 
suppliers like Microsoft,
it’s still your responsibility



What happens if we get it wrong?

The penalties can be severe.
Fines of up to €20m or 4% 
of turnover, whichever is
the larger.



And charities aren’t exempt



Remember: it’s not about you

For community leaders, data 
protection is much more 
about being able to do what 
you do without causing 
safeguarding issues for the 
people in your care. 



And now, having scared you…

There are simple things you can do to make sure 
that you aren’t put out of business by a data breach.

Taking reasonable steps to comply with the law and 
having good procedures in place really reduces your 
exposure. Before we go into that, you need to 
understand a bit about personal data. 

What is it that you are being tasked with protecting? 



What is personal data? 



What is personal data?

Biometrics Religion Tax & finance Sexual prefs. Political affiliation Children’s data Health Employment

Name Device data Email Cookie data Photographs Address Social

Personal data is anything which can be used to identify a living 
person, even if only when combined with other data.

It’s a very wide definition.



Not all personal data is created equal

We’re really concerned with a subset of this data. 
Sensitive personal data. 

That’s the stuff which could cause harm if it were 
leaked or made public. 

So, what is that? 



Sensitive personal data

Name Device data Email Cookie data Photographs Address Social

Biometrics Religion Tax & finance Sexual prefs. Political affiliation Children’s data Health Employment

Criminal or youth-justice related data should also be treated as 
sensitive. Mental health data is part of health data. 



Auditing your systems

You may need to do an audit of your people and 
systems to work out if you do hold this information, 
before you can decide what to do about it. 

So, let’s look at that…



Exercise: What data does my 
organisation store? 



How to do this

On a piece of paper, or a spreadsheet, or however you 
want to jot this down. 

Really think about the corners of your systems and the 
kinds of information you gather to do your work. 

Ask questions if you are unsure. 



What data might you hold? 

• Non-sensitive data (name, address, phone number etc.)
• Date of birth is sometimes sensitive – treat it as such
• Religious affiliation and ethnicity 
• Tax and finance
• Sex life and sexual preferences
• Political views or union affiliations
• Health data inc. mental health data
• Employment data – inc. CRB data
• Youth-justice or criminal data
• Copies of passport or other ID
• Anything else you can think of where it might be bad if it got out about. 



Where might you hold sensitive data? 

• Social media
• Online chat – messaging platforms
• Email 
• Billing and admin programs
• With suppliers (e.g. accountants, other community orgs, etc.)
• With staff
• Websites – not just yours – e.g. jotfrom
• Spreadsheets or member databases
• Old or lost phones and computers
• Backups
• ‘Informal’ data – notes, conversations

Keep a note of what you’ve discovered, we’ll use it later. 



I need this data to do my work! 
Do I have to delete it all? 



That depends…

1. Are you allowed to hold the data? 
2. Can people see, correct and control their data?  
3. Will it be deleted when its no longer needed?
4. Is it securely held? 
5. Do you have systems in place to: 

a. Evaluate the risks of holding this data?
b. Manage who can access it?

6. A process for reporting data breaches? 
7. Is it stored securely?



Are you allowed to hold 
this data? 



Are you allowed to hold this data? 

Consent is best. 
Get people’s explicit opt-in that they are OK with you holding 
data on them. 

This should cover: 
• What types of data you may hold
• Why you are holding it
• How they can access or delete it



Getting consent 1/2

Consent should be recorded e.g. via a website registration 
form or on a paper sign-up.

This is just the same as getting insurance waivers or other 
consent for activities (e.g. insurance waivers for off-road 
cycling day or similar). 

You may need to start doing this. Also, retroactively, to get 
that consent from people already signed-up. 

Kids: Under the age of 13, you need parental consent. 



Getting consent 2/2

Consent must be ‘informed consent’. 

People need to know what they are signing up to. You don’t 
need to give them your entire privacy policy on sign-up, a 
summary is fine as long as it tells them how to access it. 

You can find a template privacy policy here: 
https://gdpr.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Our-Company-Privacy-Policy.pdf

This is a simple version, aimed at websites. If you aren’t using this on your website, simply omit 
the bit about cookies. 

https://gdpr.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Our-Company-Privacy-Policy.pdf


What if I can’t get consent? 

It’s not the only basis for holding data, just the best one. There are other 
reasons you can process data without explicit consent.

(a) Consent: the individual has given clear consent for you to process their personal data for a specific purpose.
(b) Contract: the processing is necessary for a contract you have with the individual, or because they have asked 
you to take specific steps before entering into a contract.
(c) Legal obligation: the processing is necessary for you to comply with the law (not including contractual 
obligations).
(d) Vital interests: the processing is necessary to protect someone’s life.
(e) Public task: the processing is necessary for you to perform a task in the public interest or for your official 
functions, and the task or function has a clear basis in law.
(f) Legitimate interests: the processing is necessary for your legitimate interests or the legitimate interests of a third 
party, unless there is a good reason to protect the individual’s personal data which overrides those legitimate 
interests. (This cannot apply if you are a public authority processing data to perform your official tasks.)



What if I can’t get consent? 

Most of these are pretty clear, but legitimate consent can be slippery. 
Only use it when: 
• There’s a limited privacy impact on the individual
• The individual should reasonably expect you to use their data in that 

way; and
• You cannot, or do not want to, bother them with disruptive consent 

requests when they are unlikely to object to the processing.

So, for example, you could use legitimate interest to avoid going back and 
obtaining consent from existing members as long as you ONLY hold non-
sensitive information on them. 



Finally: you can anonymise data

You don’t necessarily have to delete the data. 
Anonymising it is also an option. 
Just make sure there is no way for the person to be 
identified by the data. 



Where can I find out more? 

If you are unsure about a a particular example, use the information 
commissioner’s office (ICO) interactive questionnaire to learn more: 
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/gdpr-resources/lawful-basis-
interactive-guidance-tool

https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/gdpr-resources/lawful-basis-interactive-guidance-tool/


Can people see, correct 
and control their data? 



Can people see, correct and control 
their data? 

People have a right to see their data to make sure it is correct and 
legitimately held. Your privacy policy should contain clear instructions 
for how to get a copy of all data you hold on them. This is usually an 
email address to contact with Data Subject Access Requests (DSAR).  

They can request it from anyone in your organisation. It doesn’t have to 
go via this email address. 

You a legally obliged to respond within 28 days. You can’t usually charge 
for this, unless it’s unreasonably expensive or onerous to comply. 



Can people see, correct and control 
their data? 

Readability and portability: 

You will have to supply this data in a format they can reasonably be 
expected to access – e.g. a PDF instead of a Word doc. A CSV instead of 
a database SQL dump. 

Once received, they can normally request amendments, corrections or 
deletion – as long as there is no legal basis for you to keep the 
information (e.g. copies of an employment contract). 



Will it be deleted when 
it is no longer needed? 



Data retention policy

Delete stuff when it’s no longer needed. 

Have a data retention policy, especially for sensitive 
information, that says how long different types of data will be 
kept for. 

• Make sure it covers phones, Internet and messaging channels
• Make sure staff and volunteers understand it 
• Make sure all computers and phones are completely wiped clean 

before being sold/donated on.  



Do you have the right 
processes in place?



Do you have processes in place?

In the event of a data-breach, you need to be able to show that 
you have:
1. Evaluated risk of holding this data with an impact assessment 
2. Managed how data is stored, accessed, deleted and corrected
3. Trained staff and volunteers in data protection
4. Registered with the ICO as a data controller



Impact assessment

This process shouldn’ttake long, but
covers:
1. What data will you process?
2. Who else can access that data?
3. What bad stuff could happen if this 

data is breached?
4. How you store/process/delete data

You can find a template here: 
https://dinosauruk.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/Efur2uVQP8lAjImwIHMWcr8

B2EzbX-zPLGSsMJDeOI2sBw?e=xV7f6S

https://dinosauruk.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/Efur2uVQP8lAjImwIHMWcr8B2EzbX-zPLGSsMJDeOI2sBw?e=xV7f6S


Managed access to data

If the answer is no to any of these, you may need to put these 
measures in place.  

Do you have a data retention policy? 
You can find a template here: 
https://dinosauruk.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/Ede3Pyhv0AZKjtRbGoXJ4pQB-6HSNzFKqBcWbkQY0HFLbw?e=lnHuXt

Is it enforced? By whom? 
You may need to appoint a data protection officer. 

Do you have data management processes in place? 
Is access to the data controlled? How? Is there an annual review of data held and routine removal of old data? 

Are your staff and volunteers trained in data protection?
We use this course: https://www.ihasco.co.uk/courses/detail/gdpr-training
It costs about £30 a head. Other courses are available. We supplement that with training on our own company processes. 

https://dinosauruk.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/Ede3Pyhv0AZKjtRbGoXJ4pQB-6HSNzFKqBcWbkQY0HFLbw?e=lnHuXt
https://www.ihasco.co.uk/courses/detail/gdpr-training


Register with the ICO as a data controller

You can do that here:
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/data-protection-fee/register/

If you hold any sensitive data, you’ll need to 
register with the 
Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO). 
This is either free or cheap to not-for-profits.

https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/data-protection-fee/register/


Do you have a process for 
managing data breaches? 



Managing data breaches

You’ll need to understand what should be reported and how 
that happens. 

You’ll also need to ensure that others in your organisation 
know to report possible data breaches, to whom, and how. 

It’s a good idea to have someone in the org who is responsible 
for this, especially for larger organisations. 

We’ll go into this a bit more in a bit. 



Is data stored securely? 



Is your data stored securely?

1. Encrypt hard drives/memory
This is on by default in iOS and Android. 
Easy to turn on in Macs: system preferences > Security and privacy > filevault Patchy 
implementation on PCs 
Windows 11 machines – turn on ‘Bitlocker’
Older windows machines – same, but it may not work on cheaper machines. 

2. Turn on password protection for devices if not already on
3. Only grant access to people who need it (and record who has access)
4. Avoid using USB sticks that are easily lost
5. Store information in the EU or UK

Including backups and email – usually available on paid-for email options, even paid gmail. 

6. Make sure your website has a security cert
Indicated by a padlock just to the left of the address bar



Reporting data breaches



Report data breaches

You have a legal duty to report within 72 
hours of becoming aware of a data breach. 

To help you work out what/when to report, I’ll go through:

• Identifying a data breach

• When and how to report it



What is a data breach?

Losing a USB stick containing personal data

Lost/stolen computers and phones (even if protected/encrypted) 

Accidentally sending personal data to the wrong person

Getting a virus (macs, droids and iPhones get malware too)

Social engineering ‘blagger’ attacks (e.g. email/phone phishing) 

Server or network hacks



Reporting

If you still aren’t sure if you 
need to report a data breach, 
here’s a handy guide. 

In each case, take the worst 
possible bullet point. 
E.g. if even a single person will 
suffer significant 
inconvenience or worse, then 
it’s reportable. 



Reporting - hygiene

Don’t just report your own data breaches.
Even if it’s a supplier who loses control of the data, you are still 
obliged to report. You aren’t ‘off the hook’ just because
someone else fouled up.
You are still responsible for your customer’s data.



Reporting

You can report breaches to the ICO here: 
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/report-a-
breach/personal-data-breach-assessment/

Don’t just report to the ICO
You will likely need to inform the people whose data has been 
breached outlining what data was involved and when it 
happened, so that they can act to protect themselves against 
the consequences.

https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/report-a-breach/personal-data-breach-assessment/


What about social media?



Social media

Social media is a special class of information. 
You cannot be held responsible for the security of data that 
people have chosen to make public. 

But, there are nuances. 
• A closed Facebook group is considered public. 
• A WhatsApp group is considered private. 

So, if you run a WhatsApp group, make sure you have a pinned post as a privacy notice and invite people 
via a link rather than by adding their phone number. Delete groups when no longer needed. 

• Don’t save information on public social to your own devices. 
If someone later takes down their post, they have chosen to remove it and it could be a grey area. 



Staying legal



What do we need to do to stay legal?

As before: that depends on what data you store. 

So, we’re going to explore that in an exercise…



Exercise: What do I need to 
do to stay legal? 



How to do this exercise

Refer back to the notes you made in the first exercise. 

Now that you know how you need to handle sensitive 
data, take a look at the notes you made on what data 
you hold. 

We’ll help you decide on the best strategy to keep 
yourself legal and your members safe. 



How to do this exercise

For each type of sensitive data you hold, work out: 

• Whether you absolutely need to store this info. to do 
what you do

• If there is a way you can work around collecting and 
storing this information e.g. by anonymising it. 

Remember: if you store sensitive personal information, 
you will need to put in place data protection measures. 



Data management strategies

1. Avoid: delete existing and don’t collect
We don’t hold sensitive data or, now that I know what this is, I will 
delete or anonymise what I have, be mindful not to collect it in future 
and will train staff and volunteers in data protection

2. Compliance: put data protection in place
We will obtain consent for the sensitive data that we cannot avoid 
collecting and:
a. Do a risk assessment on data you hold
b. Put in place and enforce data retention policy
c. Add data protection to basic training for volunteers 
d. Register with ICO
e. Have someone in the org. whose job it is to monitor compliance on an annual basis



And don’t panic!



If the worst happens

If you do have sensible procedures in place, you may not even be 
fined for data breaches. 

The big fines tend to be levied on organisations who made little 
or no effort to keep their data secure. Especially if they had the 
resources and money to do so. A small charity is unlikely to fall in 
that category. 



Any questions?



Session feedback

Please take a minute or two to feedback on tonight’s session.
https://form.jotform.com/220413442620037

https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Furl6.mailanyone.net%2Fv1%2F%3Fm%3D1nIY3m-0001i6-5J%26i%3D57e1b682%26c%3DUStkZd5SvYIb_4CLzkx8xSWM4FO2RI8y70RUNqr8u-yTfGdSvsp3lgRzYYdI5adLayD6TF0FxERJITcBTB0elH-NjIZ8T0ph3g5aGcaNttNfey9_9TRLuCgtrNLmIe0dEHPxdCLhagrVNYoBI-lu5d3BcGz5Rt54adk2pYLyjLszzEAK872Ht3avxQn1QuBbWSZLcOlk9ATWAgIt7_FlLz3XLs4suBX2ClnGTLWiJTawaZspj0fZ349w-AOosDMH&data=04%7C01%7Cfrank%40dinosaur.co.uk%7C5e304d73aabc48f46b0d08d9f5f9b4bc%7Cb9601e2177434ac299a2665340dd2e86%7C0%7C0%7C637811276307267887%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=4qv6XaQjD3%2B%2FAuaIc6c3S3jQZMktAL4t6VuWkPPiPmM%3D&reserved=0


Thank you!


